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Abstract: Smoking tobacco is a series problem in the entire world. It is a bad habit globally spread and socially
accepted. Many people start smoking during their adolescence or early adulthood stage. In this study, we
consider a deterministic compartmental mathematical model. Compartmental models in epidemiology are widely
used as a means to model disease spread mechanisms and understand how one can best control the disease
in case an outbreak of a widespread epidemic occurs. We classify the population in to four compartment named
as potential smoker, smoker, temporarily quit smoking and permanently quit smoking. Those in this
compartment are not able to be infected again. We present stability analysis for the smoking free and smoking
present equilibria. We identify the control parameter give insight to give up smoking with their numerical
simulation.
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INTRODUCTION paper using the work done [2, 3], we presented smoking

Smoking tobacco is the practice of burning tobacco classifying the total population in to four compartments
and inhaling the smoke which consisting of particles and namely potential smokers, smokers, temporarily quit
gaseous phases. Smoking is the most common method of smoking and permanently quit smoking. The dynamic
consuming tobacco and tobacco is the most common mathematical models set on the background of biology
substance smoked. The agricultural product is often mixed and epidemiological knowledge.
with additive and then combusted. The resulting smoke is
then inhaled and the active substances absorbed through The Proposed Mathematical Model: Let us consider the
the alveoli in the lungs. Substances trigger chemical total population size at time t, N(t), is sub divided into four
reactions in nerve endings, which heighten heart rate, subclasses:  P(t)   be  number   of    potential  smokers
alertness and reaction time. Cigarette smoke is responsible (non-smoker), S(t) be number of smokers, Q (t) be number
for a great proportion of deaths within tobacco smoke. of smokers who temporarily quit smoking and Q (t) be
The likelihood that a smoker will develop lung cancer from number of smokers who permanently quit smoking at time
cigarette smoke depends on many aspects; such as the t. Those in this category are not able to be infected again.
age at which smoking began, how long the person has The mathematical representation of the model consists of
smoked, the number of cigarettes smoked per day and a system of differential equations with four state
how deeply the smoker inhales [1]. Many smokers begin variables. The flow chart of this model considered as
during adolescence or early adulthood. After an follows.
individual, has smoked for some years, the avoidance of
withdrawal symptoms and negative reinforcement become
the key motivations to continue.

Like many infectious diseases [2], mathematical
models can be used to understand the spread of smoking
and to predict the impact of smokers on the community in
order to help reducing the number of smokers. In this

tobacco experienced by induced death rates by
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We consider that, the population is not constant size N, which is sufficiently large so that the sizes in each class
can be considered as continuous variables. The corresponding mathematical model takes the form of the following
deterministic systems of nonlinear differential equations:

(1)

where b is the natural birth rate, µ is the natural death rate,  is transmission rate of smoking tobacco,  is the recovery
rate from infection (smokers), (1 – ) is the fraction of smokers who temporarily quit smoking (at a rate ),  is the
remaining fraction of smokers who permanently quit smoking (at a rate ), is the rate of quitting smoking of temporarily
quit smoking, d , d , d  and d  represents the death rate of potential smokers, smokers, temporarily quit smoking and1 2 3 4

permanently quit smoking related to smoking tobacco respectively which all are positive.
The total population of the dynamical system (1) is governed by the differential equation

(2)

If death rates related to smoking tobacco are equal, then the total population becomes

(3)

The total population remains constant [4], whenever µ + d = b. We consider in this study the total population is
not constant, thus we assume that b <  µ + d. Let us consider the region  and initial conditions for the dynamical
system (1) which is given by:

(4)

Lemma 1: Solutions of system (1) with initial condition (4) are non- negative for all t > 0.

Proof: Multiplying both sides of the first equation of system (1) by , we have:

Using fundamental theorem of calculus and taking integration from 0 to t, we obtain:

Since PS bN and P(t) = P(0)  0, so we obtain P(t)  0 for all t > 0.
Multiply both sides of second equation of system (1) by , we have:
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By using fundamental theorem of calculus and taking integration from 0 to t, we get:

Since S PS and S(t) = S(0) 0, so we obtain S(t) 0 for all t > 0.
Multiply both sides of third equation of system (1) by , we have:

Using fundamental theorem of calculus and taking integration from 0 to t, we obtain:

Since Q  + S S and Q (t) = Q (0)  0, so we obtain Q (t)  0, for all t > 0.t t t t

Multiply both sides of fourth equation of the dynamical system (1) by , we have:

Using fundamental theorem of calculus and taking integration from 0 to t, we obtain:

Since S(t)  0 Q (t)  0 and Q (t) = Q (0),  0 so we obtain Q (t)  0 for all t > 0.t p p p

Hence, we proved that the solutions of all individuals are non-negative for all t > 0.

Lemma 2: All feasible solutions of the dynamical system (1) are bounded.

Proof: We have shown that all individuals are non-negative for the positive parameters. The dynamics of the total
population are governed by:
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where K = µ + d  – b, d  = min{d ,d ,d ,d } and b>µ + d  . Thus we have 0 N(t) N(0)e   as t tends to infinity.n n 1 2 3 4 n
Kt

Therefore, all feasible solutions of the system (1) are bounded.

Smoking Generation Number and Equilibrium: In studying any epidemiological model identifying the smoking
generation number (threshold value) is extremely important. This threshold quantity which determines whether an
epidemic occurs or the disease simply dies out. The smoking generation number denoted by R  which can be defineds

as the number of secondary infections caused by a single infective introduced into a host population.
The dynamical system (1) has three equilibria: the trivial equilibrium E  =  (0,0,0,0),  the  smoking-free  equilibrium0

E  = (N,0,0,0) and the endemic equilibrium E  = (P ,S ,Q ,Q ).f e t p
* * * *

Where , ,  and

.

We will find smoking generation number, R , by the method [5]. Let X = (S*,Qt*,Qp*).  then the dynamical systems

(1) can be rewritten as:
 such that

,

By calculating the Jacobean matrices at smoking-free equilibrium, E , we get:f

 and 

Where  and 

Thus, the next generation matrix is

Smoking generation number, R , is the spectral radius (FV ) = R  = N/(  + µ + d ). It measures the averages s 2
1

number of new smokers generated by single smoker in a population of potential smokers.
Since the total population of system (1) N(t) = P(t) + S(t) + Q (t), + Q (t), then the  smoking-free  equilibrium  pointt p

E  =  (N,0,0,0) exists for all positive parameter values. The only positive smoking-present equilibrium point to system (1)f

is E  = (P ,S ,Q ,Q ). whenever R  > 1.e t p s
* * * *

where

,
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Hence, there is no positive endemic equilibrium point whenever R  < 1.s

Dynamical Behavior of Equilibrium: The dynamical behavior of equilibria can be studied by computing the Jacobean
matrices corresponding to each equilibrium point and finding the eigenvalues evaluated at each equilibrium point. For
stability of the equilibrium points, the real parts of the eigenvalues of the Jacobean matrix must be negative.

Theorem 1: The trivial equilibrium E  = (0,0,0,0) is locally asymptotically stable.0

Proof: Evaluating the Jacobean matrix of system (1) around E  = (0,0,0,0), we have:0

Thus the eigenvalues of J(E ) are a  = – µ – d , a  = – – µ – d , a  = – – µ – d , a  = – µ – d . Hence, all the roots0 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4

have negative real part which implies that E  is locally asymptotically stable.0

Theorem 2: Smoking-free equilibrium E  = (0,0,0,0) for dynamical system (1) is locally asymptotically stable if R  < 1. Iff s

R  = 1, E  is locally stable. If R  > 1, E  is unstable.s f s f|

Proof: The local stability of this equilibrium solution can be examined by linearizing system (1) around E  = (N,0,0,0). Thisf

equilibrium point gives us the Jacobean matrix:

Thus the eigenvalues of J(E ) are  = –(µ + d ),  = –(  + µ + d ),  = –(µ + d ) and  = (R  – 1)/(  + µ + d ). Clearlyf 1 1 2 3 3 4 4 s 2

 is negative if R  < 1. Therefore, all eigenvalues are negative if R  < 1 and hence E  is locally asymptotically stable. If4 s s f

R  < 1, then  = 0 and E  is locally stable. If R  > 1, then  > 0 which means that there exists a positive eigen value. So,s 4 f s 4

E  is unstable. Hence, we completed the proof.f

Theorem 3: Smoking-present equilibrium E  = (P ,S ,Q ,Q ). for the dynamical system (1) is locally asymptotically stable.e t p
* * * *

Proof: The Jacobean matrix of system (1) around the endemic equilibrium E  = (P ,S ,Q ,Q ). reject:e t p
* * * *

The eigen values of the Jacobean matrix around the smoking-present equilibrium E  = (P ,S ,Q ,Q ). are  = –(  +e t p 1
* * * *

µ + d ),  = –(µ + d ), and  + ( S  + µ + d )  + S (  + µ + d ) = 0, which is clearly a quadratic equation with positive3 2 4 1 2
2 * *

coefficients. All roots of quadratic equation  + ( S  + µ + d )  + S (  + µ + d ) = 0, have negative real part. All eigen2 * *
1 2

values of the Jacobean matrix around the equilibrium E  are negative. Hence the smoking-present equilibrium E  is locallye e

asymptotically stable.
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Fig. 1:

Table 1: Parameters used for numerical simulation
Parameter Description Values
b Birth rate 0.00091
µ Natural death rate 0.001467

Rate of transmission nonsmoker 0.5925926
into smoker class
Rate of quitting smoking 0.1666667
The probability convert into Q  and Q 0.2222222t p

Rate of removal from Q  to Q 0.037037t p

d Diseases death rate of P 0.000041

d Smoking cause death rate 0.000372

d Diseases death rate of Q 0.000353 t

d Diseases death rate of Q 0.000034 p

Parameter Estimation and Numerical Simulation: Using
real data [3] numerical simulations of the model (1) are
carried out by a set of reasonable parameter values given
in Table 1. The attitude towards smoking is starting from
junior or high school time. Thus 1/b is an average time for
a person in the system which set to be 1095 days. Death
from lung cancer was the leading cause of smoking, with
a rate of 37 per 100,000 individuals [6]. The death rate of
each individual is different from each- others and depends
on the real life situation. Here, we assume that
d d d d .4 1 3 2

We carried out numerical simulations using
WINPOLT software to illustrate the behavior of basic
smoking generation number, R  = N(t)/(  + µ + d ), as as 2

function of one parameter (variable) which is selected
from Table 1 with fixing other parameters.

From figure 1 smoking generation number increases
as the transmission rate. The smoking generation number
decreases when smoking cause death rate d  and the rate2

of quitting smoking  increases for the total population
N>0. Thus smoking generation number is less than one as
the induced death rate d  and the rate of quitting smoking2

becomes larger which shows in principle there is no
spread of tobacco smoking.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents smoking tobacco model
experiencing with disease induced death which provides

a more realistic model. The main focus of this paper was
to introduce compartmental models in epidemiology and
techniques for their analysis. We established some new
results such as the existence of stable or unstable
equilibrium points under suitable values of parameters in
the models. And also using data [3] in model (1) we found
that R  = 3.5. Smoking generation number is greater thans

one shows that smoking tobacco spreads. Smoking
generation number R  as a function of smoking causes

death rate d  and the rate of quitting smoking  we found2

that the basic smoking generation number R  0 as d  ands 2

 becomes larger and larger respectively. That is smoking
generation number is less than one which shows in
principle is that there is no spread of  smoking  tobacco.
To control the spread of smoking tobacco we can control
the parametric value of the transmission rate not to be
increase and also increase the rate of quitting smoking.
Finally we recommend this model may be used to other
epidemiological models.
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